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Choosing a Diamond among Financial Advisors with the 5 C’s
by Debbie Downie, CFA
 

You may not have a problem finding the right doctor to help with your physical life, nor the right clergy leader to help with your spiritual life. 
Equally important is your fiscal life, but often left unattended because of confusion in finding the right financial advisor who is a true diamond
among the many practicing within the financial industry.   If your confusion results in procrastination of hiring a financial advisor, your future
financial health may be in danger.  Besides taxes and inflation, the single most significant factor negatively impacting financial success is
procrastination. Following is an easy-to-remember guideline for choosing the right financial advisor to help get and keep your fiscal life in top shape.

The ideal financial advisor acts as your personal coach by taking into account your specific needs and ideals to get you to reach your fiscal best. 
Every good coach knows that targets are best met when each member of the team works together in pursuit of the same goal, in this case, your
achievement of optimal wealth.   The relationship is based on mutual respect and trust, as the coach relies on her advice being followed because you
have confidence in her wisdom and experience.

First, your fiscal coach will implement an investment regimen that is unique for you, but one you should find easy to maintain because it is the
collaboration of her knowledge with your willingness to succeed.  Like all good coaches, the financial advisor will work to help you overcome bad
habits by recognizing how detrimental they are to your goals.   The bad habits may include carrying too much debt, not saving enough, nor chasing
high-yielding investments blindly without consideration of relevant risks: if it sounds too good to be true, it usually is!

Most importantly, your fiscal coach will educate you every step along the way.  For it is only with sound understanding that you can go forward with
conviction.  By making sure that you know how each and every financial service and product is relevant for your unique fiscal DNA, your financial
advisor will have you in your comfort zone.  This is the ideal level to make and follow the best financial decisions on your achievement of optimal
wealth.

But how do you find that perfect financial advisor from the overwhelmingly wide selection available today?   Keep it simple by remembering the old
adage that “diamonds are a girl’s best friend!”! To choose an outstanding gem within the financial advisory industry, keep in mind the 5 C’s –
competence, commitment, character, chemistry and customized care.

COMPETENCE A financial advisor’s experience is important, but so is her education.  Be wary that many advisors have more training in sales than
investments.   Look for designations and certifications that prove the advisor’s extra preparation such as Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) and
Certified Financial Planner (CFP).   The CFA is often considered the gold standard in the industry as it requires three years of successful progression
of annual exams. These exams are only given once per year and focus on economics, statistics, accounting, financial analysis (stocks, bonds, options,
currencies, real estate and other alternative investments), portfolio management and ethics.   The CFP acknowledges proficiency in a more general

training in portfolio management, securities, insurance, tax, retirement and estate planning.

COMMITMENT   Make sure that your advisor is keeping up with changing times.  At a minimum, she should know the current levels of the stock
markets, rate of the ten year Treasury bond and movements of oil and the US dollar whenever queried.  More notably, she should be aware of all
changing issues in the field.  Don’t be afraid to ask her how she stays on top of things: does she participate in a professional association that educates
its members?  What is the last investment-related book she read?

CHARACTER   Be on the alert for potential conflicts of interest.  Recent headlines have illustrated the pitfalls of investing with unethical advisors. 
While values are permanent (and your advisor should have a value statement), ethical behavior is frequently redefined in today’s complicated
marketplace.  Ethics are an important component of the CFA and CFP programs, with the CFA particularly stressing the fiduciary duty of the advisor
to be driven by ethics as principles, not rules to be exploited for what you can or cannot get away with.

CHEMISTRY  Is your advisor a great listener?  Do you get the feeling of collaboration when dealing with her?  Is she interested in taking social
issues into account if they are important for you?  For example, if you have lost someone to lung cancer and believe that cigarettes were the cause,
will she work with you to build a portfolio that takes into account your distaste for the big tobacco manufacturers?  Does she explain and help you
understand your investment choices so that you feel confident with your decisions; or do you feel more stress when you discuss investments with
your advisor?   Are you pressured into making investment decisions?  If the last two questions are affirmatives, it’s time to change your advisor.

CUSTOMIZED CARE   Be on the lookout for advisors who sell the same investment products or programs regardless of market conditions or
differences in clients’ unique needs and circumstances.  Investing is never a “one size fits all” rule!  It’s never enough for an investment regimen to
meet your needs; it has to be the best way to meet your needs.  The best advisors will proactively meet with you to make sure it stays that way.
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meet your needs; it has to be the best way to meet your needs.  The best advisors will proactively meet with you to make sure it stays that way.

Utilizing the 5 C’s will help you ensure that you have a diamond of a financial advisor.  Your financial advisor’s past education, current expertise,
ethical nature, willingness to provide high quality service, and a customized investment regimen is imperative to achieve fiscal success.  Only with
these attributes, will the financial advisor be able to put you in your comfort zone, and thus best able to achieve optimal wealth.   Remember that a
solid relationship with a reputable fiscal coach will inspire “confidence today, success tomorrow!”
 

Debbie Downie through her Red Bank based business, Deborah Anne Jurek-Downie, CFA is not your ordinary financial advisor as a personal fiscal
trainer, bringing over 28 years of ethical and transparent investing experience on Wall Street including a MS in Investment Management and BBA in
Finance.  A Middletown resident for over 17 years, Debbie is affiliated with TFS Securities Inc., a full service, family-owned Lincroft based Broker-
Dealer.  As a mother of two girls and the eldest of four daughters, she is passionate about educating females from the cradle to the grave in all
matters financial and bills herself as “the local, married with children Suze Orman, with a little bit of Erma Bombeck”.  For a free analysis of your
current financial situation with absolutely neither charge nor obligation, please call 732-245-7589 or email deborahdownie@tfsrep.com  to schedule
a consultation. Event information is available at www.personalfiscaltrainer.com.

Securities offered through TFS Securities, Inc., Member FINRA/SIPC, a full service broker dealer located at 437 Newman Springs Rd., Lincroft NJ 07738.  (732) 758-9300. Investment Advisory Services offered
through Innovative Market Trends, a service of TFS Securities, Inc.
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